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Dear Parents,

DIARY DATES
25th June
FoundaBon acBvity
- Milo’s Birthday Surprise Last Day of Term
Early Dismissal 2:30pm
12th July
Term 3 starts
13th-21st July
Somers Camp
14th July
District Netball
16th July
Regional Cross Country
20th & 27th July
Year 6 PreparaBon for Puberty
21st July
Division Netball
Early dismissal 12:30pm
Parent/Teacher Interviews
22nd July
Division AFL
23rd July
Division Soccer
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Tree/s Removal
We don’t do things by halves in New Gisborne! When one of our trees falls down, it is a
MAJOR event. It appears that removing our fallen tree isn’t a straightforward job. Access
to the site is a real problem and it also appears that the fallen tree has affected the
integrity of the remaining pine. Two companies have looked at the tree/s in recent days
and each suggest that both trees get removed at the same time as a safety precaution.
The VSBA (Victorian Schools Building Authority) is overseeing the works and they will be
making a final recommendation within days.
As I mentioned, access is a major issue. There is only one crane in Victoria big enough to
remove the tree/s from a distance and getting that would take months, cost a mint and
require oversized trucks, Vicroads permits, and powerlines being removed. The VSBA is
proposing to bring in a smaller crane and access the area via the oval (sob) and then
rectify any damage to the oval. They would only track across a section near the gym and
lay down protective plates, etc. Incidentally, we have been working with the VSBA for
the last 12 months as part of our Capital Works Project, so they were involved in laying
the turf on our oval in the first place. I feel confident that any rectification that needs to
be done will be done to a similarly high standard.
So, as it currently stands, we anticipate both trees being removed, although the standing
one is still being discussed. The works will probably take place AFTER the break and
should take 2-3 days. The delay is due to engineers and others having to inspect and plan
the removal – along with accessing a crane that can do the job. We are still waiting on
details and will be meeting with the VSBA and Make Safe over the next fortnight. I’ll try
to keep everyone informed.
Reports
Reports went live on Compass about 6.30pm on Tuesday. They were supposed to be up
about 4.00pm but Shane and I actually forgot as we had a heap of meetings that day and
we headed off home sometime after 5.00pm looking forward to a feed and some rest.
Thankfully, Shane remembered on the drive home and was able to click the ‘Post’ button
from home. Apologies to anyone hovering around their computer/keyboard wondering
where the reports were.
Specialist Reports
Teachers taking Visual Art, Performing Arts, PE and Indonesian did some ‘continuous
reporting’ during Terms 1 and 2. The students did a major unit of work each term which
the teachers published and provided individual comments on. This was done via Seesaw
and information about this was put out several times during that first semester. If you
haven’t had a look at your child’s work on Seesaw, please do so as it complements the
report.
Early Finish tomorrow!
Students will be dismissed at 2.30pm tomorrow afternoon. Please be sure to make
alternative arrangements for your child/ren if you can’t be here at that time. After
School Care will be on. School resumes on Monday 12th July. Have a great holiday
everyone!
Andy Kozak
Principal
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INDO LINGO
Selamat Datang,
This term the Year Six students have been looking at the various religious groups that
make up Indonesia. Beliefs and religion play a major part in Indonesian life. Many
traditional beliefs, passed down from the ancestors have been incorporated into the
religions. The main religions include Islam, Christianity, Buddhism and Hinduism.
Some of the facts that the students have discovered about the Islam religion in their
research are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indonesia has the largest population of Muslims in the world
In Indonesia, nearly 90% of the population are Muslims
The place to worship for Islamic followers is called a mosque (mesjid)
The largest mosque in Indonesia is Istiqlal Mosque in Jakarta
Before you enter a mosque you must take off your shoes
It is a requirement in most mosques that you wash your hands and feet at taps
provided before kneeling on prayer mats to pray
Besides praying in a mosque, Muslims can pray at home or in rooms in public buildings
especially set aside for prayer
Muslims pray five times a day
When they pray, Muslims face in the direction of Mecca in Saudi Arabia, which is a
holy place for them and where Islam is said to have originated
The Holy book of Islam is called the Qur’an (Koran)
Ramadan is the most important festival on the Islamic calendar. For one month,
Muslims must not eat or drink from sunrise to sunset each day
At the end of Ramadan there is a big celebration called Eid-ul-Fitr, and people
exchange gifts.

Sampai jumpa,
Ibu Dawson
& Ibu Hager
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ART
Year 6 - completed board designs
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PE
Melbourne Victory Soccer Clinic
The year 3’s this week had the pleasure of participating in a soccer clinic run by Daniel from
Melbourne Victory, through the Sporting Schools Grant.
They had a great time learning more about the sport of soccer and playing some fun games
and activities.
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Year 2 Wild Action
This term Year Twos have investigated how living things grow and have offspring similar to
themselves. To finish off the investigation we invited Wild Action into our classrooms.
Jan brought in a wide range of fascinating animals to talk to us about. We found out that
Pinecone, the shingleback lizard, lays eggs and stores food in its tail; barn owls, like Ozzy,
reproduce very quickly depending on the amount of mice around; salt water crocodiles will create
a big nest to lay their eggs then carry their young in their mouth; and Blossom, the fruit bat, has
to be very good at catching as she will give birth to her young upside down! We were given the
opportunity to pat the animals and hold some too. We learnt lots of great facts.

Ozzy the barn owl

Pinecone the shinlgleback lizzard

Blossom the fruit bat
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Gisborne Gazette - sneak peak
Sustainability
New Gisborne Primary School students are taking action to make our school more
sustainable. The Sustainability Team are a group of students whose aim is to make a
difference around our school. We aim to do this by not using as much plastic, saving water
and electricity, protecting plants and bugs, and encouraging everyone to care for our planet.
We produce an ‘enviro show’ every 3 weeks to teach staff and students how to be more
environmentally friendly and sustainable. We can all build a better school by reducing,
reusing and recycling. We have interviewed Mr Kozak and some Year 4 students about their
Kitchen Garden Program. We organised a Nude Food Day last term where students were
asked to bring food without any plastic wrap or tin foil. We encourage people to use the
FOGO bins around the school. We also collect plastic bottles from the Canteen and put
them in the big school recycling bin.
As a team, we meet during the week to discuss how we can help our school be more
sustainable. We think of our ideas for our next show, we draft the scripts and film the
show. Once the latest episode has been recorded we email
it to teachers who show it to their classes.
We really like being a part of the Sustainability Team
because it feels rewarding to help teach people how to be
conscientious about our environment. It feels good to
know we are making a difference.
Written by Hannah Thompson and Katelyn Fleet, Year 5

Hannah and Katelyn

Storm damage at NGPS
Generations of children will have fond memories of
New Gisborne Primary School’s two grand pine trees
that border the 3-6 playground. They have been part
of the grounds for close to 100 years.
Unfortunately, the smaller of the two giants fell
victim to the
recent
storms.
The
remaining
tree, a Monterey
Pine, needs to be
inspected to see whether it has been structurally
damaged and also needs to be removed.
The trees have provided shade and opportunities for
play for thousands of students over the decades and
will be sorely missed.
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A big congratulations to 1C and Mr Brown who were the first class to have all their students
complete the 2021 PRC. It is wonderful to see all the students continuing their reading beyond
the required number of books to be read for the Challenge. Many students in 1C have read well
over 60 books.
Mrs Miller and 3C were hot on their heels and have also completed the Challenge.
Congratulations to all the students in 3C.
Katelyn in 5A is also to be congratulated as she has read an amazing 91 books since the
Challenge began. Well done Katelyn.
102 students have completed the PRC to date. An excellent effort by those students. Many others
are well on their way.
If anyone has any problems logging onto the PRC website please let me know. The holidays are a
great opportunity to curl up with a book and lose yourself in a world of imagination. Remember
to enter all the books you read online. I look forward to verifying your books and updating your
progress after the holidays.
Mrs Dawson
VPRC Coordinator

Canteen
Sushi Tuesday
Order on Qkr!
before 8:30am Tuesday
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Wednesday & Friday
Order on Qkr!
before 9am on the day
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Over 90% of tickets have already been sold.
DON’T MISS OUT!
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KEYBOARD LESSONS TO RESUME TERM 3
It is with much excitement that we are able to resume keyboard lessons at New Gisborne in
Term 3!!
We will be running our classes on Wednesdays and Thursdays for term 3.
If you would like your child to recommence their lessons - please email me at
music.foundations@outlook.com to confirm your child’s place.
If you would like to begin keyboard lessons please contact me on the above email for an
enrolment form or call Dianne on 0404 469 220
We are so looking forward to seeing you all again soon….!
Dianne
Music Foundations
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